
 

 
THE CITY OF THE VILLAGE OF DOUGLAS 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS (ZBA) MEETING 
TUESDAY, JANUARY 10, 2023, AT 7:00 PM 

86 W CENTER ST., DOUGLAS MI 

AGENDA 
 
 

To attend and participate in this remote meeting of the City of the Village of Douglas Planning Commission, 
please consider joining online or by phone. 

 
Join online by visiting: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89267766105 

 
Join by phone by dialing: +1 (312) 626-6799 | Then enter “Meeting ID”: 892 6776 6105 

 
 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

 
2. ROLL CALL 
 
3. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

A. Motion to Approve; ZBA Meeting 1-10-2023. (Roll Call Vote) 
 
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

A. Motion to Approve; ZBA Meeting, 7-27-2021. (Roll Call Vote) 
 
5. PUBLIC COMMUNICATION - VERBAL (LIMIT OF 3 MINUTES) 

 
6. PUBLIC COMMUNICATION - WRITTEN 

 

7. NEW BUSINESS 
A. Election of Officers, by Majority Vote 

- Chair 
- Vice-Chair 
- Secretary 

 
B. Public Hearing and Decision: 9 E. Fremont St. – Dimensional Variance Request  

1) Chairman declares the Public Hearing Open 
2) Presentation of Written Communications 
3) Presentation by the Petitioner 
4) Comments from the Audience/Response from the Petitioner 
5) Questions/Comments from the ZBA Members 
6) Chairman declares Public Hearing Closed 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89267766105


 

7) Motion to Approve, Deny, or Approve with Conditions (Roll Call Vote) 
 
8. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

 
9. REPORTS OF OFFICERS, MEMBERS, COMMITTEES 

 
10. PUBLIC COMMUNICATION – VERBAL (LIMIT OF 5 MINUTES) 

 
11. ADJOURNMENT 

 
 
 

Please Note – The City of the Village of Douglas (the “City”) is subject to the requirements of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990. Individuals with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who require 
certain accommodations in order to allow them to observe and/or participate in this meeting, or who have 
questions regarding the accessibility of this meeting or the facilities, are requested to contact Pamela Aalderink, 
City Clerk, at (269) 857-1438, or clerk@douglasmi.gov to allow the City to make reasonable accommodations 
for those persons. CITY OF THE VILLAGE OF DOUGLAS, ALLEGAN COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

mailto:clerk@douglasmi.gov


 

 
 

THE CITY OF THE VILLAGE OF DOUGLAS 
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

86 W. CENTER STREET, DOUGLAS, MI 
TUESDAY, JULY 27, 2021 – 7:00 P.M. 

MINUTES - DRAFT 
 

a. Call to Order:  Chair Schumacher called the meeting to order at 7:10 p.m. 
 
b. Roll Call:  Members Present:  Schumacher, Kutzel, Pullen 
       Members Absent:  Pattison 
       Also Present:  Planning & Zoning Administrator Wikar, Deputy Clerk Howell 
 
c. Approval of Minutes of Previous Meeting(s) 

Motion by Pullen, with support from Kutzel, to approve the minutes for August 27, 2020 as amended, 
changing “Member” to “Members” on page 2, item f, fourth line down.  Motion approved by unanimous roll 
call vote. 

 
d. New Business 
 i. Election of Officers, by Majority Vote: 
  a. Nominations from the Floor 
   1. Motion by Kutzel, with support from Pullen, to nominate Schumacher Chair. 
   Motion approved by unanimous roll call vote. 
   2. Motion by Kutzel, with support from Schumacher, to nominate Pullen Vice Chair. 
   Motion approved by unanimous roll call vote. 
   3. Motion by Pullen, with support from Schumacher, to nominate Kutzel Secretary. 
   Motion approved by unanimous roll call vote. 

ii. Annual Review of Bylaws for Amendment:  Wikar reported that the bylaws sent out with the agenda 
packet were a previous version.  He provided a copy of the record of when those were amended and 
they are now a part of the agenda packet.  The bylaws call for meetings to be scheduled at the 
determination of the Chair.  Would like to adhere to that so that City staff doesn’t have to post a notice 
of cancellation every month.  Also in the ZBA bylaws there is a City of Douglas rule that states that 
the Planning Commission member cannot serve on another board or commission.  There is no such 
rule in the law itself.  The Board discussed changing this. Wikar will update the bylaws and get a legal 
review to make sure it’s consistent with the Zoning Enabling Act.  He will bring a draft to the next 
meeting.  The board can then discuss it formally, and then adopt it as an amendment. 
Motion by Pullen, with support from Kutzel, to postpone the changes in the bylaws until no later than 
December 2021.  Motion carried by unanimous roll call vote. 

 
e. Old Business:  None 
 
f. Reports of Officers, Members, Committees:  The members requested that they be sent a text message 

notifying them of each meeting, along with a reminder that the agenda packet is ready to be picked up at     
City Hall. 

 Schumacher voiced his appreciation of Wikar’s professionalism during the Water Street project last summer. 
 
g. Public Comments:  None 
 
h. Adjournment:  Motion by Kutzel, with support from Pullen, to adjourn the meeting.  Motion carried by voice 

vote.  Meeting adjourned at 7:30 p.m. 



 

 

 

 

 

MEMORANDUM 

 

To: City of the Village of Douglas Zoning Board of Appeals 

Date: December 21, 2022 

From: Tricia Anderson 

RE: 9 E. Fremont St. – Dimensional Variance Request 

 
 
Request.  Mr. John Regas has submitted an application for a dimensional variance under 
Section 29.05(1), Non-Use Variances, that would provide relief from Section 6.02.C.  Minimum 
Rear Yard Setback, Neighborhood Conservation District.  Specifically, he is requesting to 
construct an attached garage at 7' from the rear (south) property line, where 25’ is required.   
 
 

 
 

Existing garage to 

be converted to 

living space 

Proposed 

garage 

requested at 

7’ from rear 

property line  



 

Background.  The existing home, built in 1873, is historically known as the “House of Seven 

Gables” and was relocated from Pleasant Street in Saugatuck to its current location at 9 E. 

Fremont Street in Douglas.  Once the home was relocated, Mr. Regas restored the home and 

saved many of the original features of the rare “Carpenter Gothic” architectural style.   

Mr. Regas has indicated that a personal health matter prompts his need to construct a bedroom 

on the main floor of the home, as all the home’s bedrooms are located on the second floor, and 

his mobility is declining, soon preventing him from climbing the stairs to his existing bedroom.  

Rather than proposing to add the living space to the existing home for the main floor bedroom, 

he would prefer to convert the existing garage into living space to reduce the impact the 

construction project would have on the unique architecture of his historic home.  If the existing 

garage becomes living space, Mr. Regas will still have the need for an attached garage.  He and 

his builder believe that the most logical location for the proposed garage addition is the south 

side of the home (rear yard).  The home was relocated on the property right at the 25’ required 

rear yard setback.  In order to construct the garage addition in this area, he must request a 

variance to allow for a 7’ setback. 

The request for a variance from Section 6.02.C comes as a last resort after exploring other 

options to keep his existing bedroom on the second floor of the home, including constructing an 

elevator and installing a stair lift.  Mr. Regas has deemed both of these options impracticable 

due to the uniqueness of the home’s architecture and the structural limitations that are 

presented by these options.   

Pre-Hearing Conference.  We visited Mr. Regas’ home on October 12, 2022, and advised him 

that, in order for the City to consider granting a variance, the criteria from Section 29.05 must all 

be met.  We consider our meeting at Mr. Regas’ home to fulfill the requirement of a pre-hearing 

conference, as described in the ordinance language below:   

a. Prior to the scheduling of a hearing, the applicant shall contact the Zoning 
Administrator for the purpose of scheduling a pre-hearing conference with the Zoning 
Administrator and City Attorney. 

b. The purposes of the pre-hearing conference shall be to: 

i. Review the procedure for the hearing and identify all persons who will testify 
(directly or through affidavit) and the evidence to be offered on behalf of the 
applicant. 

ii. Attempt to secure a statement of agreed upon facts to be used to narrow the 
matters of dispute and shorten the hearing. 

iii. Explore a means of providing relief to the applicant by way of non-use variance 
from the zoning board of appeals, or other relief which may require action by 
persons or bodies other than the zoning board of appeals which will afford an 
adequate remedy for the applicant. 

iv. Discuss the need, desirability, and the terms of providing, a verbatim record of 
the hearing 

c. The Zoning Administrator shall determine who should be present at the pre-hearing 
conference based upon the application submitted, and taking into consideration the 
discussion with the applicant or the applicant's representative. 



 

d. The pre-hearing conference shall be scheduled and conducted on an expeditious 
basis so as to avoid unreasonable delay to the applicant. Sufficient time shall be 
taken, however, to achieve the purposes of the pre-hearing conference, stated above. 

 

Criteria for Granting Variances: Section 29.05. The Zoning Board of Appeals, in their review 
of the variance request, will consider whether the following criteria are met.  These criteria are 
listed below, along with our remarks: 

1) Nonuse variances. The Zoning Board of Appeals shall have the power to 
authorize specific variances from site development requirements such as lot area 
and width regulations, building height and bulk regulations, yard width and depth 
regulations and off-street parking and loading space requirements of this Ordinance, 
provided that all the required findings listed below are met and the record of 
proceedings of the Zoning Board of Appeals contains evidence supporting each 
conclusion. 

a) That there are practical difficulties that prevent carrying out the strict letter 
of this Ordinance. These practical difficulties shall not be deemed 
economic, but shall be evaluated in terms of the use of a particular parcel 
of land. 

Remarks:  The use of the parcel is residential and no changes are proposed to 
the use, therefore this standard is not applicable.   
 

b) That a genuine practical difficulty exists because of unique circumstances 
or physical conditions such as narrowness, shallowness, shape, or 
topography of the property involved, or to the intended use of the property, 
that do not generally apply to other property or uses in the same zoning 
district, and shall not be recurrent in nature. 

Remarks:  The practical difficulty in meeting the letter of the ordinance is not 
related to the parcel’s characteristics, but rather the unique circumstance of the 
historic nature of the home and its architectural features, along with the fact 
that the home was relocated to the subject site from another location. The 
parcel itself is a is a lawfully conforming parcel without challenging topography 
or other physical features.   

This criterion may be not met.   

c) That the practical difficulty or special conditions or circumstances do not 
result from the actions of the applicant. 

Remarks:  When the home was moved to its current location, it was placed on 
the lot so that it met the minimum setback requirements for front, side and rear 
yards.  At the time of placing the home on the subject parcel, an addition to the 
rear of the home was not anticipated.  The circumstance of not having space to 
place the addition in the location requested is the result of the applicant’s 
choice to place the home where it sits today.  Other variables in this case that 
do not come into play in meeting this criterion is the applicant’s health 
condition which was not self-created and the unique roof pitch of the home, not 
allowing for the alternative measure of installing an elevator to allow the 
applicant to keep his existing bedroom.  Unfortunately, these factors do not 
relate to the parcel itself and therefore are not taken into consideration.   



 

This criterion may not be met. 

d) That the variance will relate only to property under control of the 
applicant. 

Remarks:  The requested variance only relates to the property in which the 
proposed garage addition is planned.   

 This criterion is met. 

e) That the variance will be in harmony with the general purpose and intent 
of this Ordinance and will not cause a substantial adverse effect upon 
surrounding property, property values, and the use and enjoyment of 
property in the neighborhood or district. If a lesser variance would give 
substantial relief and be more consistent with justice to others it shall be so 
decided. 

Remarks: The variance, as requested, is not likely to pose any adverse effects 
on the surrounding property.  Prior to the pre-application conference, we 
discussed other areas where the addition could be placed that would either 
meet the setback, or require less relief from the required 25’ rear yard setback.  
The area that poses the least amount of impact on the home’s unique 
architectural features is the location proposed, according to the applicant.  The 
other options discussed with the applicant are shown below:  

 

 

 

Option 1:  Locate the proposed 

garage to the east side of the home, 

abutting the rear patio, construct new 

driveway off Fremont St.  allowing an 

entry into the dining area. 

This option meets all setbacks, 

however, it requires the relocation of 

the driveway and impact on 

architecture on the east side of the 

home. 



 

 

f) That strict compliance with area, setbacks, frontage, height, bulk or density 
would unreasonably prevent the owner from using the property for a permitted 
purpose, or would render conformity unnecessarily burdensome. 

Remarks:  The applicant can still use the property for a permitted purpose 
(residential home), even if the variance is not granted.  Conformity with the 
requirements of the zoning ordinance may not be considered unnecessarily 
burdensome, as there are other options for adding an attached or detached 
garage to the property, without the need for relief from the ordinance standards. 

This criterion may not be met.  

g) That the variance requested is the minimum amount necessary to 
overcome the inequality inherent in the particular property or mitigate the 
hardship. 

Remarks:  Again, other options have been presented to the applicant to either 
reduce the amount of relief from the required setback, or to meet the setbacks. 

This criterion is not met.  

h) That the variance shall not permit the establishment, within a district, of any 
use which is not permitted by right within that zoning district, or any use for 
which a Special Use Permit or a temporary permit is required except 

Option 2: Locate the proposed 

garage against the existing 

south wall of the home.  The 

setback to the south property 

line would be approximately 

14’. 

This option would require less 

relief from the 25’ rear 

setback, however, unique 

architectural features would 

be impacted. 



 

where failing to do so would result in a constitutional taking for which 
compensation would otherwise have to be paid because the application 
of existing regulations do not permit a reasonable use of land under 
existing common law or statutory standards. In this case, the appellant 
shall first have sought and been denied a rezoning, Special Use Permit 
approval, and/or a PUD approval and shall have their variance request 
processed according to the requirements of Section 29.05 (2). 

 
Remarks: This criterion is not applicable, as it pertains to land use and not 
dimensions.   

 

Final Thoughts.  There are certainly many unique elements to Mr. Regas’ story.  Unfortunately, 
the Zoning Board is bound by making decisions based on the criteria and the hardships that 
may or may not exist related to the land, and not necessarily the personal circumstance of the 
property owner.  It is often difficult to keep these circumstances separate. 

Recommendation and Summary of Findings.  At the upcoming Zoning Board of Appeals 
meeting, the board should carefully consider all the facts presented in this report, testimony 
given by the applicant, and comments provided by the public.  Again, all the criteria outlined in 
section 29.05 must be met in order for a variance to be granted.  Because we find that not all 
criteria can be met, we are recommending that the Zoning Board deny the request.  The 
suggested motion is below, along with our findings: 

Suggested Motion: 

I move to deny the request to grant a variance from Section 6.02.C, Minimum Rear Yard 

Setback, Neighborhood Conservation District for the purpose of constructing an attached 

garage at 7’ from the rear (south) property line, where 25’ is required, based on the following 

findings: 

1. Practical Difficulty – There are no practical difficulties as it pertains to the physical 
characteristics of the land that would be considered unique to the subject parcel. 

2. Adverse Effects – It is not anticipated that adverse effects would be imposed on nearby 
properties, however, there are options for a lesser variance.   

3. Not Self-Created – The difficulty in meeting the strict letter of the ordinance was created 
by the applicant when the home was placed in the current location, which does not leave 
space for any additions (though none were anticipated at the time).    

4. Minimum Variance Necessary – other options appear to be viable that would lessen or 
avoid the amount of relief needed from the ordinance.  

 

 

Please feel free to reach out with any questions related to this issue.   



Sources: Esri, HERE, Garmin, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan, Esri Japan, METI, Esri
China (Hong Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand), NGCC, (c) OpenStreetMap contributors, and the
GIS User Community

Allegan County GIS Services assumes no 
liability for the conclusions drawn from the use of these data.
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R-3 Neighborhood Conservation District
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R-3 Neighborhood Conservation District
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Non-use (Section 29.05(1)) variance from Section 6.02.C.  Minimum Rear Yard Setback (25')
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Requesting relief from the 25' rear yard setback to be permitted to construct an attachedgarage at 7' from the rear (south) property line.  
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LOT 30 & W 1/2 OF LOT 31DUDLEYSVILLE PLAT SEC 16 T3N R16W (04).
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Roof pitch on second floor would prevent an 
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an elevator.  Other locations would not be appropriate (front and sides) due to the historicnature of the home.  The goal is to preserve as much historic architecture as possible.  
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Additionally, the home was moved from Saugatuck to the subject site and is a unique historic landmark worth preserving.  
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The goal is to convert the existing garage into living space
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for the main floor bedroom.  The proposed attached garage would replace the existing garage.  














